Measuring Transportation’s Impact on Quality of Life

What Was the Need?
Few would question the idea that the work of the state and MnDOT should improve the quality of life of Minnesota’s citizens, but the term “quality of life” is rarely defined, and experts assessing it rarely solicit citizen input about its meaning. The specific role that transportation plays in quality of life also has not been well-established.

To better understand Minnesota’s transportation needs, MnDOT needed to identify the elements that people consider as contributing to or detracting from quality of life, how they can be measured, and the particular role that transportation plays in improving or detracting from quality of life. Since quality of life is affected by factors beyond transportation alone, such research would be valuable across agencies and would enhance partnership efforts.

What Was Our Goal?
The goal of this project was to learn what factors Minnesota citizens consider important to their quality of life and the role of transportation in those considerations. MnDOT also sought to discover residents’ level of satisfaction with transportation services.

What Did We Do?
This project had three phases:

- Researchers reviewed published literature on quality of life.
- Twenty-four focus groups were conducted across the state that qualitatively explored the factors contributing to quality of life. These focus groups began by exploring all facets of quality of life without prompting to discuss transportation or any other specific factor. After groups generated a complete list of factors, researchers asked a set of questions focused specifically on the transportation system and its impact on quality of life.
- A mail survey of nearly 7,500 Minnesota residents was administered to learn how they perceive and evaluate transportation with regards to their overall quality of life. Residents rated both their quality of life in numerous areas and the relative importance of each area to this assessment.

What Did We Learn?
The literature review found a number of methodologies used to explore quality of life, although the role transportation plays has not been widely examined. Studies that have covered transportation have generally examined select transportation areas rather than the transportation system as a whole. Additionally, there are no conclusive predictive models for quality of life.

The focus groups found 11 categories that were most frequently used to describe quality of life: education; employment and finances; environment; housing; family, friends and neighbors; health; local amenities; recreation and entertainment; safety; spirituality/...
Participants noted how transportation was inter-related with other quality of life factors by providing access to them. When asked specifically about transportation systems, focus group participants identified seven primary factors that contribute to or detract from quality of life: access, design, environment, maintenance, mobility, safety and transparency. The survey, with a response rate of 45 percent, revealed that transportation was the ninth most important quality of life factor among 11 rated. All 11 areas, however, had an average score of at least 6.06 on a 7-point scale, where 7 was “very important.”

Among the eight transportation-specific components of quality of life, accessibility, safety, maintenance and mobility were rated the most important factors, with each having an average score of at least 6.57 on a 7-point scale. No component had an average score below 5.60.

Minnesota residents are generally satisfied with MnDOT performance; only maintenance and planning rated below 5.0 (slightly satisfied) on the 7-point scale. As one of the most important and lowest-rated areas, maintenance was identified as an area where MnDOT should concentrate its efforts.

What’s Next?
These findings provide a framework to help ensure that MnDOT is measuring itself in areas that matter most to citizens. While many relevant factors were already being tracked, additional performance measures are being added to MnDOT’s annual performance report as a result of this project, which will in turn affect transportation planning. This research has also been foundational to an education and outreach strategy to communicate to an increasingly diverse Minnesota citizenry the linkages found between transportation and quality of life, including the development of outreach materials such as the “Keep Moving to Keep Ahead” video that explains the need for continued transportation investment.

The data demonstrated opportunities for partnerships with other agencies. This is already manifesting itself in programs like the Corridor Investment Management Strategy, which approaches transportation planning from a holistic angle by bringing several agencies together to discuss needs within the same corridor. Research has been proposed to consider performance-based indicators across agencies and to perform initial research to explore connections between quality of life factors and safety.

Overall, Minnesota residents surveyed were fairly satisfied with MnDOT services, with 84 percent rating performance at least 5 on a 7-point scale.
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